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First Amendment Aspects of
Net Neutrality and Search Neutrality

• Comparison between net neutrality regulation 
and search neutrality regulation

– between role of broadband providers and role of 
search engines for First Amendment (1A) purposes

– between 1A rights/interests of broadband providers 
and search engine providers



Broadband service providers
should serve as neutral conduits

• Net neutrality obligations

– Citizens have a right to access                        
neutral conduits – like postal and phone      
service -- for their communications and 

for their access to information

– On the Internet, broadband providers should be 
required to serve as neutral conduits for all legal 
content

– Broadband providers should be prohibited from 
blocking, degrading, or prioritizing any legal 
content



Net Neutrality Regulation
• Requires broadband providers to serve as neutral 

conduits/common carriers
– Similar to the telephone, postal, railway service

• Common carriage doctrine
– Imposes affirmative obligations on certain private 

conduits/carriers
– Engaged in transportation, communications, or other 

important public service functions
– To facilitate the free flow of information and 

commerce, free of censorship or discrimination
– Do not simply trust the market to protect the free flow 

of information and commerce



Debates over Net Neutrality

• Opposed
– Regulation is inefficient.
– Continue to trust the market  

• Imperfections in the market or barriers to free and open Internet 
communications will be cured by the market itself.  

• The market is robust and has thrived thus far without regulation, 
and the Internet will only be hampered by regulation

– Regulation is unnecessary
• “A solution in need of a problem”
• Very little evidence of discrimination by broadband service 

providers – Comcast/BitTorrent

– Regulation would violate First Amendment (and property) 
rights of broadband service providers to select, edit, block, 
or favor the content of their choosing.



Debates over net neutrality
• In Favor:

– Broadband providers serve as increasingly important 
conduits for our communications

– Conduits for communications – telephone companies, the 
postal service, and telegraph companies of old – have long 
been under a legal obligation not to discriminate against the 
communications they are charged with carrying. 

– This basic duty not to discriminate is imposed regardless of 
the existence of monopoly control by communications 
conduits. 

– Regulating these conduits for communication because doing 
so is necessary to ensure the free flow of information.  

– The prevailing free speech interests at issue here are not 
those of the broadband provider but those of members of 
the public whose communications must be facilitated free of 
discrimination or censorship



Debates over Net Neutrality

–Google/Verizon came out in favor of net 
neutrality in 2010: 

– (Wireline) broadband providers should not be able to 
block or discriminate against or prioritize lawful 
Internet content, applications or services in a way 
that causes harm to users or competition.

– Both wireline and wireless broadband providers 
should be subject to mandatory transparency rules

–Essentially prevailed in current FCC



FCC’s New Net Neutrality Rules
Effective as of Nov. 2011

• Wireline/fixed BSPs: no blocking of any lawful 
content, apps, services, subject to reasonable 
network management + no unreasonable 
discrimination in handling traffic

• Wireless/mobile BSPs:  no blocking of lawful 
content/apps that compete with wireless BSP’s 
voice/video services, subject to reasonable network 
management

• For both wireline/wireless: transparency/disclosure 
in network management is required



Current Challenges to 
Net Neutrality Regulation

• Verizon:
– FCC is without authority to enact such rules
– Regulation is unconstitutional

• Violative of broadband providers’ First Amendment 
rights (?)

• Verizon’s (prior) arguments: 
• The provision of broadband Internet access as first and 

foremost “the microphone through which broadband 
Internet access providers speak.”

• “Verizon’s position under the First Amendment as a 
broadband Internet access provider is no different than 
a newspaper publisher’s”

• Net neutrality “regulation of broadband networks today 
presents the same speech concerns that regulation of 
newspapers has historically created.”



First Amendment and 
Broadband Providers

• Broadband providers do not enjoy 1A rights to edit, 
block, prioritize content of their choosing

• Even if they enjoy limited 1A rights to do so, these are 
trumped by the competing 1A interests of users to free 
flow of information

• Compare Turner Broadcasting v. FCC – 1994
– Upholding FCC’s “must carry” provisions against cable 

operators’ 1A attack
– Cable operators’ 1A interests in selecting programming 

content is trumped by subscribers’ right to access to 
information

– Intermediate scrutiny applies to such content-neutral 
government regulation of cable operators



Turner and Net Neutrality

• Assuring that the public has access to a 
multiplicity of information sources is a 
governmental purpose of the highest order, for it 
promotes values central to the First Amendment.

• Indeed, it has long been a basic tenet of national 
communications policy that "the widest possible 
dissemination of information from diverse and 
antagonistic sources is essential to the welfare 
of the public.”



Search Neutrality as the Logical 
Extension of Net Neutrality?

• Arguments for extending neutrality mandate to 
other layers of the Internet 

• "If the [FCC] were to conclude that an 
interventionist regulatory regime is needed to 
preserve the ‘neutrality’ of the Internet, it could 
not defensibly apply that regime to broadband 
providers but not to Google”
-- Comcast’s FCC Filing 2010 -- In the Matter of 

Preserving the Open Internet Broadband 
Industry Practice 

• Google supportive of net neutrality in 2010



• What would search neutrality regulation entail?

• Search algorithms are inherently not "neutral”

• Algorithms are designed to assign value and 
discriminate based on that value to produce list 
of relevant results. 

• Even if the algorithms are necessarily subjective 
descriptors of relevance and value, regulation 
could require that the algorithms be applied in 
a neutral and straightforward way (without 
hand-picking favorites and enemies/bypassing 
algorithm to penalize sites like Foundem). 

– The Google penalty artificially dropped Foundem’s
result from page 1 to page 14



The case for search neutrality?
• Search, but You May Not Find, Adam Raff (Co-Founder of Foundem), 

December 27, 2009, New York Times Op-Ed

• “One way that Google exploits *its market dominance+ is by imposing 
covert “penalties” that can strike legitimate and useful Web sites, 
removing them entirely from its search results or placing them so far 
down the rankings that they will in all likelihood never be found. For three 
years, my company’s vertical search and price-comparison site, 
Foundem, was effectively “disappeared” from the Internet in this way. 

• Another way that Google exploits its control is through preferential 
placement. With the introduction in 2007 of what it calls “universal 
search,” Google began promoting its own services at or near the top of 
its search results, bypassing the algorithms it uses to rank the services of 
others. Google now favors its own price-comparison results for product 
queries, its own map results for geographic queries, its own news results 
for topical queries, and its own YouTube results for video queries. And 
Google’s stated plans for universal search make it clear that this is only the 
beginning.



• Because of its domination of the global search market and 
ability to penalize competitors while placing its own 
services at the top of its search results, Google has a 
virtually unassailable competitive advantage. And Google 
can deploy this advantage well beyond the confines of 
search to any service it chooses. Wherever it does so, 
incumbents are toppled, new entrants are suppressed and 
innovation is imperiled.

• Google’s treatment of Foundem stifled our growth and 
constrained the development of our innovative search 
technology. …

• Without search neutrality rules to constrain Google’s 
competitive advantage, we may be heading toward a 
bleakly uniform world of Google Everything — Google 
Travel, Google Finance, Google Insurance, Google Real 
Estate, Google Telecoms and, of course, Google Books. 



Search Neutrality modeled on 
Net Neutrality?

• No blocking of any lawful content, apps, services, subject to 
reasonable search management   -- no de-listing, issuing death 
penalty to disfavored sites, or

• No blocking of lawful content/apps/services that compete with 
search engine’s, subject to reasonable search management

• no “unreasonable discrimination” in processing search results        
*** no bypassing algorithm *** no de-prioritizing competitors

• Mandated transparency/disclosure in search management             
*** transparency is necessary in order for market forces to work 
*** no covert discrimination

• Is giving preference to its own products and services unreasonable 
discrimination?  Is Google transparent about doing so?

• “What has Google done to let its users know that its natural search 
algorithm gives preference to Google’s own products and services?” 
-- Nov. 2011 questions posed by the Senate Antitrust Subcommittee to 
Google Executive Chairman Eric Schmidt



Would Search Neutrality Mandates 
Violate Google’s 1A Rights?

• Are Google’s organic search results protected speech?
• Is Google – in providing its search engine to comb through the entire Internet 

universe – analogous to The Miami Herald, deciding to publish an editorial in 
opposition to a political candidate (and not a right of reply)? Or a parade 
organizer in deciding who to allow to march?

• In response to Michelle Obama monkey face on Google Images and search 
for “Jew”:
“Sometimes Google search results from the Internet can include disturbing 
content, even from innocuous queries. We assure you that the views 
expressed by such sites are not in any way endorsed by Google.
Search engines are a reflection of the content and information that is 
available on the Internet. A site’s ranking in Google’s search results relies 
heavily on computer algorithms using thousands of factors to calculate a 
page’s relevance to a given query.

The beliefs and preferences of those who work at 
Google . . . do not determine or impact our search 
results.” ??? 

First Amendment relevance?



Search Neutrality Regulations 
Withstand Intermediate Scrutiny

• Even, assuming arguendo, that the organic search results constitute 
Google’s First Amendment protected speech, search neutrality 
regulations would be subject to and survive intermediate scrutiny 
under Turner.

• Search neutrality regulation is a content-neutral regulation with 
incidental burden on Google’s speech – mandate to treat all websites 
neutrally – and serves substantial government interest similar to that 
at issue in Turner:

• First Amendment interests of Internet users in the “widest possible 
dissemination of information from diverse and antagonistic sources is 
essential to the welfare of the public.” 

• Google is more like a cable operator selecting which over-the-air 
content to carry than like a newspaper publisher or reporter or like a 
parade organizer making decisions re inclusion/exclusion

• Google seems to disclaim exercise of editorial discretion or judgment



Cable operators, newspaper 
publishers, and search engines

• Turner would control scrutiny of “search neutrality” 
regulation despite search engines’ lack of “physical” 
control over communications reaching subscribers

• Issue of cable operators’ “physical control” over 
subscribers’ communications was only relevant in 
distinguishing Tornillo, where Court applied strict 
scrutiny and struck down “right of reply” statute applied 
to newspapers.

• Kennedy applied intermediate scrutiny to must-carry 
regs because he determined that these regs were 
content-neutral in application w/ incidental restrictions 
on speech

• Same analysis would apply to search neutrality 
regulation. [end]


